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Abstract
While there has been research on artificial intelligence (AI) for at least 50 years, we are now standing on
the threshold of an AI revolution – a transformational change whose effects may surpass that of the industrial revolution in the first half of the 19th century. There are multiple reasons why AI is rapidly gaining
traction now. Firstly, much of our infrastructure is already controlled by computers; so deploying AI
systems is technologically quite straightforward. Secondly, in many situations, there is now easy access
to large amounts of data, which can be used as a basis for customising AI systems using machine learning. Thirdly, due to tremendous improvements not only in computer hardware, but also in AI algorithms,
advanced AI systems can now be deployed broadly and at low cost.
As a result, AI systems are poised to fundamentally change the way we live and work. AI is quickly
becoming a major driver of innovation, growth and competitiveness, and is bound to play a crucial role
in addressing the challenges we face individually and as societies. However, high-quality AI systems
require considerable expertise to build, maintain and operate. For the foreseeable future, AI expertise
will be a limiting factor in the broad deployment of AI systems, and – unless managed very carefully –
this will lead to uneven access and increasing inequality. It is also likely to cause the wide-spread use of
low-quality AI systems, developed without the proper expertise.
Here, we propose to address this problem using AI methods – specifically, automated algorithm design, machine learning and optimisation techniques – to help build and deploy the next generation of AI
systems. This gives rise to an approach we refer to as automated artificial intelligence (AutoAI). Ultimately, research on AutoAI aims to make it possible for people who benefit from AI to develop, deploy
and maintain AI systems that are performant, robust and predictable, without requiring deep and highly
specialised AI expertise. AutoAI will thus dramatically broaden access to high-quality AI systems.
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Introduction

Effective AI algorithms and systems are difficult to design, implement and maintain. They also require a
high level of expertise to deploy successfully in practice, and more stringent requirements on performance,
robustness, predictability and safety will make this even harder in the future. A marked shortness of AI
experts already causes a considerable bottleneck, and in the near future, this will make it hard to develop and
deploy AI in small and medium-size companies, in public service and in nonprofit organisations. Because
of the game-changing nature of AI, this causes serious problems. Firstly, competition for AI expertise
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Figure 1: Overview of the AutoAI approach. Rather than directly producing specialised AI systems for
specific application situations, AI experts design and maintain an AutoAI system that enables users to
develop and deploy customised AI systems tailed to their needs and preferences.
as a limiting resource increases inequity; successful AI deployment can greatly improve the profitability
of businesses, and hence their ability to attract more AI expertise, leading to further increases in their
competitive advantage. At the level of entire nations and societies, a similar effect occurs, as increased
productivity due to effective use of AI-enabled automation boosts the ability to invest in AI education and
training, which then brings about further increases in productivity. Secondly, in the face of limited expertise
in the area, AI systems will be developed and deployed by non-experts; such systems can be expected to
suffer from major shortcomings, not only in terms of performance, but more problematically, in terms of
robustness, predictability and safety – highly desirable properties that even today’s AI experts find difficult
to achieve.
To alleviate this AI complexity problem, we propose a radical, yet logical solution: Use AI methods to help
build and deploy the next generation of AI systems. We refer to this idea as automated AI (short: AutoAI)
and aim to realise it as a system of assistants that help people develop, deploy and maintain AI systems
that are performant, robust and predictable, without requiring deep and highly specialised AI expertise.
Ultimately, research on AutoAI aims to make it possible for those who benefit from their use to build,
calibrate and maintain effective, robust and safe AI systems, entirely without the need for AI experts or
software developers.
To reach this goal will require a very substantial research effort, but – leveraging several existing lines of
work – it should be possible to realise limited prototypes quite swiftly, and thus to clearly demonstrate
the potential of the approach and lay the foundation for advanced AutoAI systems. The overall AutoAI
approach is illustrated in Figure 1; notice how the AutoAI system, in interaction with the user, takes over
some of the tasks currently carried out by AI experts. By encapsulating and fully formalising expert knowledge in AI, the AutoAI system operationalises that knowledge on a much broader scale than achievable by
human experts alone.
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An illustrative example: AutoAI for smart agriculture

To see how AutoAI could change the way we develop, deploy and maintain AI systems, consider the
following example. Imagine a collective of farmers who want to maximise sustainable production of their
fields. These farmers would like to use an AI agricultural consultant – i.e., an AI system that can provide
timely and relevant advice that complements their own expertise – to help them reach their goal. While
they regularly use smart phones, tablets and computers to check weather forecasts and crop prices, and
even to coordinate the use of shared equipment, none of them can write software or has any experience
with building, using or maintaining AI systems, nor can they afford to hire experts who can do it for them.
However, they have access to an advanced AutoAI system and off-the-shelf devices and services to collect
data on their fields and use of equipment. Using an AutoAI data collection and integration assistant, they
first realise a software platform that allows them to monitor their fields and equipment, using naturallanguage dialogue to provide the information needed by the assistant to synthesise the platform.
Next, they expand this platform with machine learning capabilities that allow them to forecast yield under
various conditions, which helps them decide on types of crops, fertiliser use, planting and harvesting patterns. To do this, they make use of an AutoAI machine learning assistant that guides them in selecting and
calibrating suitable machine learning methods, in preparing training data, and in interpreting predictions.
The machine learning system synthesised by the assistant is tailored specifically to the situation and needs
of this specific group of farmers, while drawing on generic information collected from similar use contexts
(e.g., farming applications elsewhere). It does not merely produce predictions, but also clearly indicates the
confidence it has in these predictions, generates warnings when that confidence is too low, provides suspected reasons for its low performance and suggests remedies (e.g., collect more or different types of data;
allow more time for selecting and calibrating learning procedures; or give access to greater computational
resources).
Finally, our farmers use an AutoAI optimisation and planning assistant to extend their system with the
capability to guide them in maximising their production, subject to the resources at their disposal, individual and collective preferences, as well as anticipated environmental conditions. Again, the assistant uses
natural-language dialogue to elicit the required information, and selects, adapts and integrates system components based on the specific needs and preferences of our farmers. The resulting, custom AI system does
not replace the farmers, but rather provides them with effective guidance towards realising their goal of
maximising sustainable production. It combines learning, planning and constraint solving components; it
interacts on a regular basis with its users – reactively and proactively – to adjust to changing conditions
and unexpected developments; and it self-monitors and warns about limited confidence, also suggesting
remedies.
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Background and related work

AI systems are currently constructed by highly skilled experts, in a process that critically relies on their
experience and intuition. There are several broad areas of work aimed at automating some aspects of the
underlying algorithm design process.
Automated algorithm configuration, selection and portfolio construction has been gaining traction within
the AI community over the last decade, but is restricted to performance optimisation when solving a single,
precisely defined problem, such as propositional satisfiability, a particular flavour of AI planning or mixed
integer programming [see, e.g., 19, 62, 21, 61, 57, 24, 51]. Some recent work on algorithm configuration
draws from collections of semantically equivalent, interchangeable components [see, e.g., 27].
Hyperparameter optimisation, model selection and neural architecture search also optimise performance
for a given class of learning tasks (e.g., supervised classification) and form part of a fast-moving research
direction known as automated machine learning (AutoML) [see, e.g., 56, 12, 33, 9]. Recently, Google
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released their Cloud AutoML services [15], which produce custom deep learning models for computer
vision, text categorisation and translation, using neural architecture search (NAS). While details are proprietary, highly related publicly accessible research suggests that the design space is rather small and can be
explored quite effectively with random search, although reinforcement learning achieves better results for
larger time budgets [64]. There are clear indications that by moving to NAS methods based on sequential
model-based optimisation, as used in our own work on AutoML [56, 33], substantial further improvements
can be achieved [40]. While clearly motivated similarly to AutoAI, Google’s Cloud AutoML is restricted
to specific learning tasks and to using deep neural networks; to broaden the scope to that of AutoAI, as
envisioned here, challenges similar to those outlined in the following would have to be overcome.
Automatic Statistician aims to automate data analysis using statistical and machine learning techniques
[54, 41, 28]. Like AutoAI, it is motivated by making these techniques accessible to non-experts, but is
focussed more narrowly on data science, and specifically, regression problems. Interestingly, this line of
work includes the generation of natural-language, technical reports (similar to more specialised work on
automated scaling analysis [44]).
Another very interesting line of research, aimed at automating key processes in data science, deals with
automated data preprocessing and cleaning techniques [see, e.g., 60] and with automatically learning constraints from structured data [see, e.g., 7, 31, 48]. This work forms an important basis for AutoAI, which
will make use of automated data preprocessing and benefit from the ability to infer constraints or other
structured models from examples.
Genetic programming aims to synthesise software with given functionality, using techniques from evolutionary computation, such as genetic algorithms or evolution strategies. Work in this area has achieved
some impressive results [see, e.g., 46, 47, 32, 63] and given rise to the active area of search-based software
engineering [see, e.g., 16, 5, 49], which aims to automated key tasks of software engineering. However, so
far, this line of work has not achieved the ability to synthesise performant solvers for any widely studied AI
problem, let alone a broad range of AI problems, as encountered in the context of AutoAI. Nevertheless,
techniques from search-based software engineering will likely contribute to achieving a practical AutoAI
system.
There is limited work on the synthesis of effective algorithms for classes of AI problems that show significant semantic differences, such as scheduling problems with different constraints and objectives. The
Aeon system by Monette et al. [42] synthesises algorithms for a broad range of scheduling problems from
high-level specifications, using a combination of an expert-designed classification system for scheduling
problems and a carefully crafted mapping of problem classes and user-selected solving approaches to fully
instantiated scheduling algorithms. While Aeon starts from user-specified high-level formalisations, it is
limited to scheduling problems and does not carry out automatic performance optimisation. Still, it gives a
first glimpse of some of the capabilities we aim for with AutoAI. It is also closely related to other work in
constraint programming (CP) aimed at producing a general-purpose modelling and solving system, sometimes referred to as “the holy grail of CP” [see, e.g., 13].
Finally, as we will explain in the following, our vision of AutoAI prominently includes the ability to assess
the performance of AI algorithms and systems before, during and after running them. This aspect extends
several lines of work in automated performance prediction [see, e.g., 25, 12, 37, 46].
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Research challenges in AutoAI

The overall goal of AutoAI is to make it possible for those who benefit from using AI systems to be able
to build, calibrate and maintain effective, robust and safe AI systems, without the need for AI experts
or software developers. To reach this goal, a major leap beyond the current state of the art in artificial
intelligence is needed, and specifically, the following challenges have to be addressed:
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• How to automatically construct a performant, trustworthy AI system for a specific use case based on
high-level information provided by the user?
• How to assess the performance of an AI algorithm or system, as it used in a specific situation (data,
hardware/software platform), especially if that situation differs from those available while it was built
and calibrated? How to automatically build this assessment ability into an AI system?
• How to make sure that AI systems, especially ones that are automatically constructed, are as simple
as possible, while still working well for their intended use?
• How to make sure that AutoAI can be applied to a broad range of problem domains and situations,
especially ones that require combinations of techniques from different areas of AI?
To meet these challenges, several methodological advances are required. Notably, methods are needed for
• automatically assessing and monitoring the performance of AI systems and their components, so that
assessment and monitoring mechanisms can be automatically generated and added to a broad range
of AI systems;
• automatically configuring AI systems for performance and robustness in a given use case, taking
into account not only the kind of data likely to be encountered after deployment, but also resources
availability and user preferences;
• assisting designers, maintainers and users of AutoAI systems in trading off software complexity
against performance, to achieve simpler systems that are easier to maintain, cheaper to run and less
likely to contain bugs;
• automatically assembling high-quality AI systems for a given use case from components, i.e., systems
that perform well even when processing data deviating from that used for initial configuration, and
that can monitor and assess their own performance.
In the following, we discuss these in some more detail, sketching out plausible paths towards developing
such methods, drawing on several lines of existing work.

4.1

From performance prediction to “self-aware” AI techniques

For AI systems to be trustworthy, they need to signal clearly when they “get out of their depth”, i.e., when
their output (information, advice, actions) should be treated with caution or becomes entirely unreliable.
This is especially important for automatically constructed AI systems, where there is no trusted expert to
inspire confidence. To realise this “self-assessment” capability, techniques are needed that can gauge the
degree of confidence we should have in the output produced by a given AI algorithm when applied to a
specific situation (data) – before, during or after running the algorithm. The design of such techniques
can draw from existing work in automated performance prediction [see, e.g., 25], which already forms the
basis for automated algorithm selection, configuration and, in particular, state-of-the-art automated machine
learning techniques.
Specifically, this would require the development of next-generation empirical performance models (EPMs)
that provide more accurate performance predictions as well as better estimates for the uncertainty associated
with these predictions, leveraging automated machine learning (AutoML) techniques [see, e.g., 12, 33].
Furthermore, work should be undertaken to overcome major limitations of current EPMs, notably their
extremely limited capability to generalise to data deviating from the distribution on which they have been
trained, by leveraging work on generative adversarial learning [14] and learning extrapolable functions [see,
e.g., 29, 58, 35]. Finally, leveraging these next-generation EPMs and active learning techniques [see, e.g.,
53], which complement each other well in this context, we see a clear path for developing methods for
synthesising monitoring mechanisms for given AI algorithms and systems.
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4.2

Advanced automated algorithm design

At the core of AutoAI lies the idea of automating the design of AI algorithms and systems. This will
require advanced automated algorithm design methods, just as automated algorithm configuration methods
[see, e.g., 22] provide the basis for existing AutoML approaches [12, 33]. Towards this end, we envision
three major lines of research.
Firstly, we see the need for automated algorithm configuration techniques that are orders of magnitude
faster than the current state of the art, because current techniques are too costly for an effective AutoAI
approach, especially when taking into account the need for thorough empirical evaluation using advanced
statistical techniques. To realise such next-generation algorithm configuration techniques, it seems promising to leverage automated analysis of the combinatorial landscapes searched by algorithm configuration
procedures [see, e.g., 50], by automatically selecting between multiple configuration techniques, and by
developing novel, ‘grey-box’ techniques that exploit information about the inner workings of the algorithm
being optimised.
Secondly, it will be necessary to devise algorithm configuration and selection techniques that can handle
multiple design objectives, resource constraints (such as limitations in memory or computational power)
and user preferences. This is important, because the design choices made when building an AI system
for a given purpose typically depend on user preferences (what kind of prediction accuracy is desired or
needed?) and resource constraints (which kind of device is the system going to run on?); also, there often is
more than one design objective (e.g., we want high prediction accuracy of an ML system, but also need the
system to run fast on hardware with limited capabilities), and users of the AI system being automatically
assembled should be able to explore tradeoffs between competing objectives. To achieve these goals, it
should be possible to build on our recent proof-of-concept work on multi-objective algorithm configuration
[4]; to leverage the advanced performance prediction methods outlined earlier in order to deal with resource
constraint; and to incorporate user preferences in the form of priors and hard constraints into fundamental
mechanisms used for algorithm selection and configuration.
Thirdly, AutoAI will require algorithm selection and configuration methods capable of producing results
(i.e., design choices) that are robust to deviations from the distributions of data used for training, since we
want to produce AI systems that perform well even when the precise circumstances for which they were
optimised change. Work on such methods could build on existing approaches for empirical scaling analysis
[43, 44], as well as on techniques from transfer and reinforcement learning [see, e.g., 26, 37, 12, 10].
Furthermore, the desired robustness could, at least in part, be achieved by using per-instance algorithm
configuration techniques that effectively switch between different configurations of a given AI algorithm
or system, depending on characteristics of the given input data, and by synthesising on-line controllers for
specific parameters whose values should be adapted while an algorithm, such as an automated reasoning
engine, is solving a specific instance of an AI problem.

4.3

Automatic design simplification

In many cases, we do not want to achieve performance at the cost of excessive complexity of an AI algorithm
or system. (Here, complexity intuitively refers to size or number of components of a piece of software.)
The reason is that complex systems have a higher risk of failure, e.g., due to bugs in components; they also
tend to be more difficult to configure robustly for high performance, due to the increased risk of overfitting
to given training data.
We therefore see a need to develop methods for the automated simplification of the systems and algorithms
produced by an AutoAI system. Specifically, there are three approaches that can lead to such methods:
one based on tentatively removing components or replacing them with simpler ones while maintaining
performance characteristics; one aimed at allowing the user to explore tradeoffs between the complexity
and performance of the AI systems or algorithms constructed by AutoAI; and the third focussed on methods
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for helping the designers and maintainers of the AutoAI system to keep that system as simple as possible,
particularly with respect to the number and complexity of the components it draws on when automatically
assembling AI software. The pursuit of these directions can strongly build on existing work on parameter
importance analysis [11, 20]; on work from multi-objective optimisation [4, 8], including advances in multiobjective algorithm configuration outlined earlier; and on active testing [36].

4.4

Automated synthesis of AI systems

To fully realise the vision of AutoAI, we need to develop methods that allow users without expertise in AI
or software design to build AI systems. One approach towards this goal is based on the following idea.
(1) Scripted, but natural language dialogue is used to elicit information from the user. (2) Based on this
information, a rule-based procedure assembles a template of the desired system, along with a specification
of semantically equivalent components that can be used to instantiate it, as well as user preferences and
constraints on possible instantiations. Finally, (3) advanced algorithm design procedures are used to find a
valid instantiation that can be expected to perform well, and finally, the resulting design choices are used
to instantiate the skeleton, which completes the assembly of the system. To implement this approach, it
seems promising to combine ideas from work on the synthesis of scheduling algorithm by Monette et al.
[42] with advanced automated algorithm design techniques and mechanisms that elicit crucial information
about the desired functionality, available data and computational infrastructure from the user. This requires
collections of flexible, parametric AI system components for a range of broadly applicable tasks, such
as data preprocessing, supervised and unsupervised learning, automated planning and reasoning, generalpurpose search and optimisation, along with formal specifications based on which abstract templates for
these can be combined into instantiable templates for a broad range of use cases.
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Possible concerns and objections

In this section we discuss a number of concerns and objections we expect to be raised regarding the concept
of AutoAI and its realisation, in the form of questions and answers.
Can AI systems really compete with human experts when it comes to building AI systems? Yes, there
is limited evidence that this might be possible, in existing work on AutoML as well as automated algorithm
selection and configuration for important and widely studied AI problems. In addition, we do not have to
fully replace human expertise, but just to augment and leverage it; specifically, much human AI expertise
can be captured in the construction of an AutoAI system and then leveraged when that system is used to
automatically construct custom AI solutions for given use cases. This is analogous to the way in which
compilers capture human expertise in generating efficient machine code and leverage this on a massive
scale. Just like the best human experts might be better in producing highly optimised machine code than a
state-of-the-art compiler, human AI experts might be able to produce better results than an AutoAI system
at least for some time to come; however, the AI systems constructed by an AutoAI system might be good
enough to be effectively alleviate the shortness of AI expertise in many application areas and democratise
the use of AI.
Isn’t this simply AI applied to AI? Essentially yes, but that doesn’t make it easy. Meta-learning is
an interesting special case and known to be hard; AutoAI is far more general and challenging for several
reasons. Firstly, in a typical use case for AutoAI, there is likely to be less data relative to the number of
design choices and parameters; this is already the case for the far more restricted case of AutoML, where
overfitting is known to be a challenge [see, e.g., 56]. Secondly, by applying AI to the design of algorithms
and systems for solving complex problems, we have to deal with even higher computational cost than encountered in most other AI applications.
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Won’t AutoAI make AI systems less transparent and human-understandable? No. AI systems constructed by AutoAI should in many cases be simpler (in terms of fewer components), thanks to the use of
automated simplification techniques and the ability to realise full performance potential of simple designs
– which is challenging for human AI experts, as is evident, e.g., from the efficacy of automated hyperparameter optimisation of simple machine learning methods. Furthermore, key parts of the design process
for AI systems that are conventionally based on human intuition are fully formalised in AutoAI, making
them easier to analyse, challenge and understand. Through the ability to constrain the automated design
process to certain choices and components that are easier to understand for humans, AutoAI makes it easier
to realise explainable AI.
Won’t AutoAI exaggerate inequity caused by AI? No; while AutoAI techniques and systems need to
be built by human experts, their use will require less AI expertise, facilitating broad application and better
leverage of human expertise. Furthermore, by encapsulating much of the specialised expertise required for
building conventional AI systems into the AutoAI framework, we amplify the reach of that scarce expertise
and greatly expand the group of individuals and organisations that can benefit from it. To ensure broad
access to the benefits of this new way of constructing AI systems, it will be necessary, however, to develop
AutoAI in publically funded projects, rather than to leave this area completely to industry,
Won’t this lead to the loss of even more jobs through automation? No. There is a general expectation
that there will be a shortage of AI experts in the foreseeable future. Compensating for jobs lost as a result
of AI deployment / automation by means of training more AI experts is somewhat unrealistic, since the
PhD-level expertise currently needed to develop effective and trustworthy AI systems is difficult and costly
to obtain. AutoAI will make it possible for a much broader pool of talent to effectively develop, deploy and
maintain AI systems and thus create, rather than destroy jobs.
Doesn’t this increase the risk of run-away AI? No. Although AutoAI does provide some techniques
that would necessarily be required for any kind of general AI (notably some of the self-assessment and selfimprovement capabilities outlined earlier), research on AutoAI is not aimed at producing general, humanlevel AI. Instead, the ultimately goal is to make it possible for people without deep and highly specialised
AI expertise to develop, deploy and maintain AI systems that are performant, robust and predictable. The
AI systems thus obtained will be limited in scope and, in fact, highly customised to the needs of their
users. They will also be constructed taking into account the users’ preferences and constraints. The AutoAI
system that designs them will necessarily have access to a broad range of AI techniques and use powerful
techniques to assemble customised systems from them. However, neither the former nor the latter will be
geared towards general, human-level intelligence. Overall, our vision of AutoAI is closely aligned with
the goals of human-centred AI, notably with the emphasis on AI systems and techniques that complement,
rather than replace, human intelligence and capabilities.
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Conclusions

Just as the future of machine learning lies, to a significant extent, in the development and broad use of
AutoML techniques, the future of AI lies in an analogous direction we dub AutoAI. AutoAI not only holds
the key to addressing the talent bottleneck (which incurs a serious risk of broad deployment and use of poorquality AI systems), but also provides a path towards broad access to predictable, robust and performant AI
systems, and thus advances democratisation of AI.
We strongly believe that by building on several lines of active research, it is possible in the near future
to design working prototypes of AutoAI systems. Meeting the challenges arising in this context requires
methological advances that will have broad benefits beyond the area of AutoAI; for example, the “selfaware” AI techniques outlined in Section 4.1 would doubtlessly be useful in the context of traditional
approaches to the design, deployment and operation of AI systems.
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Overall, we are convinced that AutoAI offers substantial benefits, along with a wealth of intriguing research
challenges. We therefore expect AutoAI to quickly become one of the most vibrant and fastest-moving
research areas within AI, sustained by a large and energetic community of researchers and practitioners.
We hope that the vision and ideas outlined in this report will help to initiate this effort and provide some
guidance to those interested in pursuing it.
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